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- FEBRUARY 2017 UNIT ROSTER UPDATE:
It has been sometime since the last newsletter, so here goes.
When using the current distribution list to do a mail-out, there
are always a number of undeliverable messages that bounce
back. After last summer’s newsletter there were many more
than usual, hence the roster I’m using is pretty outdated. At
this point I have no idea who’s keeping the roster current
since I’ve not received and updated one for a long time. I
occasionally receive emails from brothers that find the
website while just browsing, who I then add to the roster. The
most recent email and contact information I received was
from Larry Douglass. Remember last year when we were
looking for the owner of a zippo lighter which had his name
on it, found by an Italian tourist in Vietnam. Well, he is one
and the same. Welcome back into the fold Larry. I started
thinking about possibly automating the Roster process by
adding a page where you can update the Roster yourselves.
Well, just finished that page yesterday. It can be found on the
main page of our 134thahc.com site, but clicking the
CONTACT button, then the Roster Update button. All you
have to do is fill in the blanks and hit send. It will
automatically update the current Roster that I’ve been using.
It don’t get much easier than that. So if your contact
information has changed in the past two years, please use
that page. Don’t forget our Facebook page. It’s all about
keeping in contact.
Since the weather has turn to the cooler side I’ve been
adding new features to our site. Not all but most of the menu
buttons now have a help bubble that comes up when you
mouse hover over the button. Some recoding has been done
on the Webmaster slide as well. For some time now I've
been contacting webmasters of other Assault Helicopter
Company websites for reciprocal weblink agreements. Most
th
recently was the 176 AHC. Most of the units we have links
to on our site have reciprocated. Over the years some
websites of disappeared from the web for one reason or
st
another, most importantly the 1 Aviation Bde site. Sorry to
th
see that one go. Our site is now in its 20 year existence and
God willing, many more. We are a band of brothers woven
together by the World Wide Web.
By now you’ve noticed many of the upgrade/changes that
have occurred on our site during 2016. The biggest change
you probably noticed was the removal of the moving cloud
background on the main page. Also the banner that used to
scroll across the top of the screen has moved to the bottom
of the screen. Our unit citations have been added with ribbon
definitions available by left mouse clicking each citation.

134th Assault Helicopter Company
main page.

@ MARTIN AIR MUSEUM, MIDDLE
RIVER, MD.

A picture Contributors page has been added to the Site
menu. By left mouse clicking a brothers name, you’ll be
moved to the first picture in his series. There are now
480 in country pictures available for viewing. Additional
music has been added to the EZ listening, as well as
the 60/70’s genres. The I Flew Poem has been added
to the poems available under the Good Reads button.
Three new items have been added to the Unit button,
Tuy Hoa Today, Map of Nam, and Get Patch. The Get
Patch is a way to contact George Scott directly for unit
patch ordering. LZ Maryland pictures have been added
to the 238 Restoration pictures. As many of you are
already aware, Karl Renz brought Take Me Home Huey
to the LZ Maryland event. The Take Me Home Huey
project is also on Facebook.
Like everything, the cost of doing business keeps going
up. Hosting, domain, and security fees, new backup
solutions, new hard and software and on and on. A
couple of years ago I added a new backup server with
terabytes of space where I archive all our unit pictures
and files making them easily available. Thankfully our
organization covers some basic hosting and security
fees leaving hardware and software upgrades, coding
books and magazines over the years to me. In 2013,
monies derived from Challenge Coin sales subsidized
some of the upgrade costs from previous years. With
that said, donations are always welcome and
appreciated.

Website: https://www.134thahc.com Email: hans.underwood@comcast.net.
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GOOGLE CHROME UPDATE:
I’ve received some concerns about not able to open
our website with Google Chrome. Since I use
Windows Explorer by default never noticed it until a
comment was posted on FB. I tested it and sure
enough it was not letting our site open past the
helicopter console page. Well, turns out that I was
able to get our website to run using Google Chrome
by going into Chrome settings, under Privacy clicking
Content Settings, scrolling down to PLUGINS, then
clicking Manage Individual Plugins, then putting a
check mark in the box “Always allowed to run under
Adobe Flash Player”. Once completed, I closed
Chrome, then reopened chrome and launched the
134thahc.com website without issue. If you still
experience an issue, you may need to upgrade to the
latest Adobe Flash Player which is a free download
for PC’s and Macs. I created our site with Flash
coding requiring Flash Player. You tablet users may
be out of luck though since there are no free versions
of flash player for tablets that I’m aware of.
Remember, there’s always Windows Explorer or
Firefox. Haven’t had any issues with those. If ever
you have an issue please contact me. Chances are
you’re probably not the only one.

.

66- 15238
.

@ MARTIN AIR MUSEUM, MIDDLE
RIVER, MD.

LZ BRANSON REUNION 2016
First I want to send out a mention to Al Nichols and
Donnie Forsee for the fabulous job hosting the LZ
Branson 2016 Reunion. Although I wasn’t unable to
attend, I’ve heard it was a memorable and enjoyable
reunion. Congratulations to you both
In September I posted a request for Reunion pictures
th
on the 134 Assault Helicopter Company Facebook
page. Manuela Chessher Perez heeded the call and
offered to post the pictures she took. I briefly made
her admin on the Facebook page so she could post
those pictures. Thank you so much Manuela for your
support. I see many have dropped by to look at those
pictures. Unfortunately to date, I have not received
pictures to post on the 134thahc.com site.

Website: https://www.134thahc.com Email: hans.underwood@comcast.net
th
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CYBER ATTACK

Linda & Hans Underwood

MISSION STATEMENT
Our primary mission is to preserve the history of our
Unit,
th
the 134 Assault Helicopter Company.
Additionally, to find and reunite our brothers in arms
and to never forget those who have gone to take the
last flight check.

In Summary
This is YOUR website!
That’s it for now. As our brother Jack McDonald ends
his morning report daily, “Y’all have a great and
wonderful day and remember to take a moment to
smell the roses”.

Over the our 20 year existence, I’ve learned we
are not immune to hacking or cyber attacks. 2016
was the worst year in our websites existence for
denial service attacks, Cyber Attacks if you will.
Even your FB page accounts have been under
attack more in 2016. Doing battle with the forces
of evil that propagate these attacks is becoming
th
harder. On the 19 of August 2016 our site was
attacked and was down for 14 hours while the
hosting company and I researched the cause of
the attack and how the site was breeched. My
apologies for any inconvenience this may have
caused. Corrective action has been taken to
prevent future attacks. Well, at least it will be a
little harder.

HIT COUNTER
th

Since the 9 of December 2013, I’ve been
keeping hit counter records, which means, I
received an email every time anyone on the plant
hits our site. I’m reaching out to the Oklahoma
brother that has been on the site multiple times a
day every day since I began keeping records. I
would thoroughly enjoy getting some feedback in
regards to the site and also to thank you for your
loyalty to the site. In case you are not aware,
you’ve landed on the site 1334 times counting
today. Feel free to call or email me. Email and
phone number is in the email message body. In
fact, here’s to all of you. I raise my glass to all that
keep returning to our site. Knowing that you are
returning for more makes it all worth the effort.
You are the reason there is a site!

As always; it’s my pleasure to continue to serve you,
my brothers, families and friends

Hans J. Underwood
Newsletter Editor
Webmaster
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